Let p be an odd prime. In this paper we investigate quadratic residues modulo p and related permutations. For k = 1, .
Introduction
Let p be an odd prime. For any integer a we let {a} p denote the least nonnegative residue of a modulo p. Clearly, if p ∤ a then π a (k) = {ak} p with 1 k p − 1 is a permutation on {1, . . . , p − 1}. Zolotarev's lemma (cf. [DH] and [Z] ) asserts that sign(π a ) (the sign of the permutation π a ) coincides with the Legendre symbol ( a p ). Frobenius (cf. [BC] ) extended Zolotarev's lemma as follows: If a ∈ Z is relatively prime to a positive odd integer n, then the sign of the permutation π a (k) = {ak} n (0 k n − 1) on {0, . . . , n − 1} equals the Jacobi symbol ( a n ).
1 Let n > 1 be an odd integer and let a be any integer relatively prime to n. For each k = 1, . . . , (n−1)/2 let π * a (k) be the unique r ∈ {1, . . . , (n−1)/2} with ak congruent to r or −r modulo n. For the permutation π * a on {1, . . . , (n − 1)/2}, Pan [P06] showed that its sign is given by sign(π * a ) = a n (n+1)/2
. Let m > 1 be an odd integer, and let a 1 < . . . < a ϕ(m) be all the numbers among 1, . . . , m − 1 relatively prime to m. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} with gcd(k, m) = 1, let σ m (k) =k be the inverse of k modulo m, that is,k ∈ {1, . . . , m−1} and kk ≡ 1 (mod m). For k = 1, . . . , (m−1)/2 with gcd(k, m) = 1, let τ m (k) be the unique integer k * ∈ {1, . . . , (m − 1)/2} such that kk * is congruent to 1 or −1 modulo m. Clearly, σ m is a permutation of a 1 , . . . , a ϕ(m) , and τ m is the permutation of a 1 , . . . , a ϕ(m)/2 . Our first theorem determines sign(σ m ) and sign(τ m ).
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that m = r s=1 p a s s , where p 1 , . . . , p r are distinct odd primes and a 1 , . . . , a r are positive integers. Then we have sign(σ m ) = −1 ⇐⇒ m is prime and m ≡ 1 (mod 4).
( Write p = 2n + 1 and let a 1 , . . . , a n be the list of all the n quadratic residues among 1, . . . , p − 1 in the ascending order. It is well known that the list {1 2 } p , . . . , {n 2 } p is a permutation of a 1 , . . . , a n . Clearly, the sign of this permutation is just the sign of the product S p := 1 i<j (p−1)/2 ({j 2 } p − {i 2 } p ).
(1.4)
It is easy to determine this product modulo p. In fact, 1 i<j n (j 2 − i 2 ) ≡ −n! (mod p) if p ≡ 1 (mod 4), 1 (mod p) if p ≡ 3 (mod 4), (1.5) and (n!) 2 ≡ (−1) n+1 (mod p) by (1.3). It is known (cf. Problem N.2 of [Sz, ) that
for any prime p > 3 with p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Inspired by (1.5) and (1.6), we obtain the following general result.
Theorem 1.2. Let p be an odd prime.
(i) If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then 1 i<j (p−1)/2 p∤i 2 +j 2 (i 2 + j 2 ) ≡ (−1) ⌊(p−5)/8⌋ (mod p).
(1.7)
(ii) Let a, b, c ∈ Z with ac(a + b + c) ≡ 0 (mod p), and set ∆ = b 2 − 4ac. Then
If a + c = 0, then
(1.9)
To determine the sign of S p for an arbitrary prime p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we need to establish the following theorem via Dirichlet's class number formula and Galois theory. Theorem 1.3. Let p > 3 be a prime and let ζ = e 2πi/p . Let a be any integer not divisible by p.
(i) If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then
(1.10)
where ε p and h(p) are the fundamental unit and the class number of the real quadratic field Q( √ p) respectively. If p ≡ 3 (mod 4), then
(1.12)
where h(−p) is the class number of the imaginary quadratic field Q( √ −p).
Remark 1.1. For any prime p ≡ 3 (mod 4), it is known that 2 ∤ h(−p); moreover, L. J. Mordell [M61] proved that p−1 2 ! ≡ (−1) (h(−p)+1)/2 (mod p) if p > 3. Our proof of (1.13) utilizes the congruence (1.5).
Since sin πθ = i 2 e −iπθ (1 − e 2πiθ ) and 2 cos πθ × sin πθ = sin 2πθ, we can easily deduce the following corollary from Theorem 1.3(i).
Corollary 1.1. Let p > 3 be a prime and let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. Then
(1.14)
(1.15) For any odd prime p, we define
(1.17)
For example, s(11) = t(11) = 4 since ({1 2 } 11 , . . . , {5 2 } 11 ) = (1, 4, 9, 5, 3) , From Theorem 1.3 we deduce the following result.
Theorem 1.4. Let p be an odd prime. Then
(1.18) Moreover, for any a ∈ Z with p ∤ a, we have 1 j<k (p−1)/2 csc π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p = 1 j<k (p−1)/2 cot π aj 2 p − cot π ak 2 p
(1.19) and in the case p ≡ 1 (mod 4) we have
(1.20)
Remark 1.2. The values of s(p) for the first 2500 odd primes p are available from [S18, A319311] . That 2 | s(p) for any prime p ≡ 3 (mod 8) might have a combinatorial proof.
With the help of Theorem 1.4, we also get the following result.
Theorem 1.5. Let p be an odd prime and let ζ = e 2πi/p . Let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. Then
(1.21)
For a real number x let {x} denote its fractional part x − ⌊x⌋. If p is an odd prime and 1 j < k (p − 1)/2, then cos 2π
Thus Theorem 1.5 with a = 2 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 1.2. For any prime p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we have
(1.22) Motivated by the congruences (1.5)-(1.6) and Theorems 1.2-1.5, we establish the following theorem.
Theorem 1.6. Let p be an odd prime.
(i) Let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. Then 1 j<k (p−1)/2 p∤j 2 +k 2 sin π a(j 2 + k 2 ) p
(1.23) Also, 1 j<k (p−1)/2 cos π a(j 2 + k 2 ) p = (−1) a p+1
(1.26)
(1.28) Remark 1.3. Under the notation in Theorem 1.6, as 4a(aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 ) = (2aj + bk) 2 − ∆k 2 we have m = 0 in the case ( ∆ p ) = −1. It seems sophisticated to determine the parity of m in the case ( ∆ p ) 0. Let p be any odd prime, For 1 j < k (p − 1)/2, clearly
Thus (1.25) yields the following consequence.
Corollary 1.3. Let p be an odd prime and let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. For
(1.30)
Remark 1.4. Let p be an odd prime and let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. For 1 j < k (p − 1)/2, by Lucas' theorem (cf. [HS] )
and hence N p = (j, k) : 1 j < k p − 1 2 and p | a(j 2 + k 2 ) aj 2 .
We are going to show Theorems 1.1-1.2, Theorem 1.3, Theorems 1.4-1.5 and Theorem 1.6 in Sections 2-5 respectively. In Section 6 we pose some conjectures for further research.
Proofs of Theorems
. . , p r are distinct odd primes and a 1 , . . . , a r are positive integers. Then
wherek is inverse of k modulo m (i.e., 1 k m − 1 and kk ≡ 1 (mod m)), and δ r,1 is 1 or 0 according as r = 1 or not. Also, the number
is odd if and only if r = 1 & (p 1 ≡ 1 or 4a 1 +3 (mod 8)), or r = 2 & p 1 +p 2 ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Proof. By Prop. 4.2.3 of [IR, p. 46] , for each ε ∈ {±1} and 1 s r, we have
Thus, by applying the Chinese Remainder Theorem we see that
where δ is 1 or 0 according as whether p s ≡ 1 (mod 4) for all s = 1, . . . , r.
Set n = (m − 1)/2 and
in view of (2.3). This proves (2.1). In light of (2.4), we have
which implies that N is odd if and only if r = 1 & (p 1 ≡ 1 or 4a 1 + 3 (mod 8)), or r = 2 & p 1 + p 2 ≡ 0 (mod 4). This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set n = (m − 1)/2. Clearly m − k = m −k for all 1 k n with gcd(k, m) = 1. If 1 i < j m − 1 with gcd(i, m) = gcd(j, m) = 1, then m − j < m − i and
In view of this, we see that
So the second assertion in Theorem 1.1 holds by Lemma 2.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete.
Lemma 2.2. Let p be an odd prime, and let a, b, c ∈ Z with a or b not divisible by p. Then
(2.5)
Remark 2.1. (2.5) in the case p | a is trivial. When p ∤ a, (2.5) is a known result (see, e.g., [BEW, p. 58] ).
Lemma 2.3. Let p be any odd prime, and define
for n = 0, . . . , p − 1. Then
If n ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, then
.
(2.7)
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Proof. If p ≡ 3 (mod 4), then ( −1 p ) = −1 and hence r(0) = 0. When p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we have q 2 ≡ −1 (mod p) for some q ∈ Z, and hence r(0) = (p − 1)/4 since
with the help of Lemma 2.2. This yields (2.7).
Lemma 2.4. Let p be an odd prime and let a, b, c ∈ Z with ac(a + b + c) ≡ 0 (mod p). Write ∆ = b 2 − 4ac. For each n = 0, 1 . . . , p − 1, we have |{(j, k) : 1 j < k p − 1 and aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 ≡ n (mod p)}|
Proof. Let L denote the left-hand side of (2.8). Then L = (j, k) : 1 j < k p − 1 2 and aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 ≡ n (mod p)
and (2aj + bk) 2 − ∆k 2 ≡ 4an (mod p) and hence L =
In the case n = 0, this yields
When 1 n p − 1, by the above we have
with the help of the identity p−1 x=0 ∆x 2 + 4anx p = − ∆ p from Lemma 2.2. This proves (2.8).
Lemma 2.5. Let p be an odd prime, and let a, b, c ∈ Z with a + c = 0 and abc ≡ 0 (mod p). Set ∆ = b 2 − 4ac. Then
(2.9)
Proof. Define
for all i, j ∈ Z. Thus N = 0 and (−1) N = 1.
Case 2. ( ∆ p ) = 0. In this case, p divides ∆ = b 2 + 4a 2 , hence ( −1 p ) = 1 and p ≡ 1 (mod 4). As
for some k = 0, 1 we have x := (−1) k p−1
and hence (−1) N = (−1) (p−1)/2 x p = ((p − 1)/2)! p = 2 p by using Gauss' Lemma and [S13, Lemma 2.3]. Case 3. ( ∆ p ) = 1. In this case δ 2 ≡ ∆ for some δ ∈ Z with p ∤ ∆. Let x 1 and x 2 be integers with x 1 ≡ (−b + δ)/(2a) (mod p) and x 2 ≡ (−b − δ)/(2a) (mod p). Then x 1 ≡ x 2 (mod p), x 1 + x 2 ≡ −b/a (mod p) and x 1 x 2 ≡ c/a = −1 (mod p). Thus
Applying Gauss' Lemma we obtain that (−1) N = (−1) p−1 2 s=1 x s p =
x 1 x 2 p = −1 p .
In view of the above, we have completed the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i) Let r(n) be as in Lemma 2.3. Then
with the help of ( 
This proves (1.8). Now assume that a + c = 0. We deduce (1.9) from (1.8). Observe that
where m = (i, j) : 1 i, j p − 1 2 and p ∤ ai 2 − bij + cj 2 = (i, j) : 1 i, j p − 1 2 and p ∤ ci 2 + bij + aj 2 .
Combining this with (1.8) and noting ac = −a 2 , we see that
(2.10) By Lemma 2.5,
with the help of [S13, Lemma 2.3]. Thus, in view of (2.10) and (1.3), we have (1.9) if p | ∆. When ( ∆ p ) = −1, we have −(−1) m −∆ p = (−1) m −1 p = 1 and hence (1.9) holds in view of (2.10). If ( ∆ p ) = 1, then
and hence (1.9) follows from (2.10).
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is now complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
To prove Theorem 1.3, we need some known results.
Lemma 3.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let ζ = e 2πi/p . (i) For any a ∈ Z with p ∤ a, we have (3.4) and also
Remark 3.1. This lemma is well known. For any a ∈ Z with p ∤ a, we have (3.1) since
and we have (3.2) by Gauss' evaluation of quadratic Gauss sums (cf. [IR, ). Part (ii) and the first assertion in part (iii) are Dirichlet's class number formula. The second assertion in part (iii) was pointed out by Mordell [M61] . Proof. Let L denote the left-hand side of (3.6). Then L = 1 x p − 1 :
x p = 1 and n + x p = 1
with the help of Lemma 2.2. This yields (3.6).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let ϕ a be the element of the Galois group Gal(Q(ζ)/Q) with ϕ a (ζ) = ζ a . In view of (3.2),
(3.7) (i) We first handle the case p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Combining (3.1) and (3.3), we get
(3.8)
This proves (1.10) for a = 1. Write ε p = u p + v p √ p with u p , v p ∈ Q. In view of (3.7),
where N (ε p ) is the norm of ε p with respect to the field extension Q( √ p)/Q.
Thus, by using (3.8) we obtain
This proves (1.10) since N (ε p ) h(p) = −1 (cf. Corollary 1.1 of [S13] and its proof). Now we consider the case p ≡ 3 (mod 4). In view of (3.4), (1 − ζ k 2 ) = (−1) (p−1)/2 
(1 − ζ 2k ) = p with the help of (3.1). Combining this with (3.9) we obtain
Therefore, by using (3.7) we get
This yields (1.11) since N ≡ (h(−p) + 1)/2 (mod 2) by (3.5).
(ii) Observe that
(1 − ζ a(j 2 −k 2 ) ).
Clearly,
(3.10) So, with the help of Lemma 3.2, from the above we obtain
if p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
(3.11)
Thus (1.12) holds when p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Below we suppose p ≡ 3 (mod 4) and want to show (1.13). By (3.11) with a = 1, for some ε ∈ {±1}, we have
In view of (3.7), this yields that
Now it remains to show (3.13). By (3.12), for any r = 1, . . . , (p − 1)/2 we have 1 j<k (p−1)/2 ζ r 2 j 2 − ζ r 2 k 2 = ε( √ p i) (p−3)/4 ; on the other hand, 1 j<k (p−1)/2 ζ r 2 j 2 − ζ r 2 k 2 = ζ r 2 1 j<k (p−1)/2 j 2 1 j<k (p−1)/2
(1−ζ r 2 (k 2 −j 2 ) ).
Combining these and noting (3.10) and (1.10), we find that
Therefore ε (p−1)/2 = (−1)
with the help of (1.5). This proves the desired (3.13) since ε = ε (p−1)/2 . The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now complete.
Proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5
Lemma 4.1. Let p be any odd prime. Then
Note that p − 3 2 · p 2 − 1 24 ≡ (p − 1)/4 (mod 2) if p ≡ 1 (mod 4), 0 (mod 2) if p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Therefore (4.1) holds.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For 1 j < k (p − 1)/2, clearly
So (1.18) follows from (1.19). As (1.19) holds trivially for p = 3, below we assume p > 3. For 1 j < k (p − 1)/2, clearly sin π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p = e iπa(k 2 −j 2 )/p − e −iπa(k 2 −j 2 )/p 2i = i 2 e −iπa(k 2 +j 2 )/p (e 2πiaj 2 /p − e 2πiak 2 /p ).
Combining this with Lemma 4.1, we see that
For real numbers θ 1 and θ 2 , clearly cot πθ 1 − cot πθ 2 = cos πθ 1 sin πθ 1 − cos πθ 2 sin πθ 2 = sin π(θ 2 − θ 1 ) sin πθ 1 sin πθ 2 .
Thus 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin πa(k 2 − j 2 )/p cot πaj 2 /p − cot πak 2 /p = 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin π aj 2 p sin π ak 2 p = (p−1)/2 k=1 sin π ak 2 p |{1 j (p−1)/2: j =k}| and hence by (1.14) we have 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p 1 j<k (p−1)/2 cot π aj 2 p − cot ak 2 p = p 2 p−1
(4.3)
So it suffices to determine 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin πa(k 2 − j 2 )/p. Case 1. p ≡ 3 (mod 4). In this case, by combining (4.2) and (1.13) we get 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p = p 2 p−1
Thus (1.19)is valid. Case 2. p ≡ 1 (mod 4). In this case, combining (4.12) with (1.12) we obtain 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin 2 π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p = p 2 p−1
In view of (4.3), we have 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p cot π aj 2 p − cot ak 2 p
Combining this with (4.4) we immediately get the first equality in (1.20). The proof of Theorem 1.4 is now complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. (1.21) is trivial for p = 3. Below we assume p > 3. In view of (4.2), 1 j<k (p−1)/2 2 cos π a(k 2 − j 2 ) p = 1 j<k (p−1)/2 sin π(2a)(k 2 − j 2 )/p sin πa(k 2 − j 2 )/p =(−1) a p+1 2 ⌊ p−1 4 ⌋ 1 j<k (p−1)/2 (ζ aj 2 + ζ ak 2 ).
So we have the first equality in (1.21). On the other hand, by Theorem 1.4 we have 1 j<k (p−1)/2 csc πa(k 2 − j 2 )/p csc π(2a)(k 2 − j 2 )/p = 1 if p ≡ 3 (mod 4), ±ε ( a p )h(p)(( 2 p )−1)/2 p if p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Therefore (1.21) holds.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is now complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.6
Lemma 5.1. Let p be an odd prime. Then 1 p 1 j<k (p−1)/2 p|j 2 +k 2 (j 2 + k 2 ) ≡ 1 (mod 2) if p ≡ 5 (mod 8), 0 (mod 2) otherwise.
(5.1)
Proof. If p ≡ 3 (mod 4), then ( −1 p ) = −1 and j 2 + k 2 ≡ 0 (mod p) for any j, k = 1, . . . , (p − 1)/2. So (5.1) is trivial in the case p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Lemma 5.2. Let p be an odd prime and let a, b, c ∈ Z with p ∤ a. Then 1 j<k p−1 (aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 ) ≡ 0 (mod p) (5.4) and also
Proof. Let ∆ = b 2 − 4ac. In view of (3.10), we have It is easy to see that this implies (1.27). Clearly, 1 j<k p−1 p|aj 2 +bjk+ck 2 cos π aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 p = 1 j<k p−1 p|aj 2 +bjk+ck 2 (−1) (aj 2 +bjk+ck 2 )/p = (−1) m .
On the other hand, by (5.6) we have 2 p−1 2 (p−3−( ∆ p )) 1 j<k p−1 p∤aj 2 +bjk+ck 2 cos π aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 p = 1 j<k p−1 p∤aj 2 +bjk+ck 2 sin π(2aj 2 + 2bjk + 2ck 2 )/p sin π(aj 2 + bjk + ck 2 )/p .
Combining these with (1.27) we immediately obtain the desired (1.28).
In view of the above, we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.6(ii).
Some conjectures
We are unable to determine the parity of s(p) and t(p) (defined by (1.16) and (1.17)) for a general prime p ≡ 1 (mod 4). However, in contrast with (1.18), we formulate the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.1. For any prime p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we have s(p) + t(p) ≡ 1 k < p 4 : k p = 1 (mod 2). (6.1)
For any odd prime p and integer k, we let R(k, p) denote the unique r ∈ {0, . . . , (p − 1)/2} with k congruent to r or −r modulo p. For example, R(1 2 , 11) = 1, R(2 2 , 11) = 4, R(3 2 , 11) = 2, R(4 2 , 11) = 5, R(5 2 , 11) = 3.
Motivated by Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.3, we pose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.2. Let p be an odd prime, and let a ∈ Z with p ∤ a. Then 
